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Chapter 1 : Stone Butch Blues Summary & Study Guide
Stone Butch Blues was a pioneering novel and is beloved by generations of LGBTQ people, especially butch and
femme lesbians, and transgender, gender-nonconforming, and gender-fluid people. It is.

Have you ever opened a book and just knew it was something meant for you to read? So, on the day of the
NYC Pride parade, I saw an article about how this is one of the greatest books of our time. Leslie Feinberg
died in The writing style affects me. I warn in advance that this book has quite a few triggering situations, like
view spoiler [rape hide spoiler ]. Plus, it all made sense. I hurt for a lot of the characters. Seeing a glimmer of
light at the end of this long, depressing tunnel. Anything that can put a lot of money and research into it,
really. The character faces a heinous and believable amount of abuse from the cops, supposed loved ones, and
general public--cis men, especially. As well as financial ups and downs and the little things that bind us as
human. Political, outspoken, caring, intelligent, fierce in her high heels: I had a major crush on this certain
character. A femme cis woman and a small-town femme trans woman. Simply, two amazing women. I can see
someone getting weary after the numerous tragedies. Sometimes, it seems like whatever bad could happen,
happened. This book tackles lesbian and trans topics as well as race and the treatment of femme characters.
See, as a femme who loves femmes , I was put off by the how men treated them and sometimes how the butch
women treated them, too. It was a mixed bag. And lo and behold, the book turns that on its head, too! I
reiterate, this should be on TV. Generally, the sex worker characters were held up as the beautiful, real women
they are. This really should occur more often. We live our everyday lives, at times forgetting the sacrifices
those before us and those unlike us have endured for our lives to feel This is most certainly a should-bestars
novel.
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Chapter 2 : Stone Butch Blues Quotes by Leslie Feinberg
Free download or read online Stone Butch Blues pdf (ePUB) book. The first edition of this novel was published in , and
was written by Leslie Feinberg. The book was published in multiple languages including English language, consists of
pages and is available in Hardcover format.

Email Did you know that Stone Butch Blues is out of print? How is that possible, when every dyke in America
has at least two copies on her bookshelf? The novel was published by FireBrand Press in It was picked up by
Alyson Books in In early , Feinberg announced on her Tumblr page that the book would be permanently out
of print, but made to order copies would be available by request on her website. Jess Goldberg This one was
obviously the toughest! We need Hephaestus, not Apollo. Jess is a character who experiments with hormones
and convincingly reads as male among steelworkers and blue-collar union members for years â€” she needs to
have a commanding physical presence. Who could possibly contend with that? Butch Al is the first real-life
butch Jess ever encounters, and Lea DeLaria is the first example of butch queerness most of us ever got to see
in mainstream entertainment. Jacqueline I flipped back and forth on this! Also, selfishly, I would like to see
her dolled up in high femme mode. I would enjoy that very much. I would watch an entire sequel devoted
entirely to the romantic and political escapades of Grace-as-Ed. She was born to play Butch Jan. They would
have adorable chemistry, and their fights would break my heart. Also â€” again selfishly â€” I would like very
much to watch Janelle and Rain make out, preferably while both of them are wearing suspenders. Frankie JD
Samson, the face of butch-on-butch love. Annie Why cast Ellen Page as a more-than-moderately homophobic
straight woman? Because I can, motherfuckers. The world is such a threatening place for her that she has
steeled herself even against friendship, but she plants flowers and makes pies and lives as carefully and as
patiently as she can.
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Chapter 3 : Stone Butch Blues - Wikipedia
Stone Butch Blues is a novel written by activist Leslie Feinberg about life as a butch lesbian in 70s America.

As Jess was growing up she was approached with the question "Is that a boy or a girl? At almost 16, Jess
decided to run away from home in hopes of finding a place that she could belong. She soon ends up in a queer
bar with all different types of fringe women-gendered identities--butches, femmes and drag queens. When Jess
becomes more involved, she begins to feel a sense of community and happiness, but it is quickly threatened
when police raid the bar, arresting every woman wearing less than three articles of female clothing. After
spending a few hours jail and witnessing her friends being abused in the prison environment, Jess realizes the
irrational disdain society has for her community. What she witnessed in the prison instantly changed
everything that she had come to know. Soon after, the bar Jess frequents is closed by the mob, but another is
opened in its stead. Here, Jess makes new friends, explores her sexuality, and starts to work in numerous
factories. Eventually, she catches the eyes of a femme, Theresa, with whom she falls in love. This key
relationship ends when Jess decides to take male hormones to streamline her musculinity for society and to
keep a steady job, unthreatened by her identity. Theresa cannot come to terms with the idea of being identified
by outsiders as a straight woman with a seemingly straight man, and asks Jess to leave. Later, Jess decides to
have a mastectomy so she can become more outwardly masculine and erase traces of her femininity. When
Jess finally thinks she has job security as a passing man, an old friend, Duffy, accidentally refers to her as
"she" and Jess feels as though her life in Buffalo is over. Jess stops taking her hormones, but continues to pass
as a man. She gets a mundane job working as a typesetter, where she routinely finishes early in order to avoid
being at work, but the only thing she really looks forward to, is grabbing a beer from a local bar. As she lives
in NYC she grows stronger and more confident, especially after finding a friend in Ruth, and soon comes out
of her hiding to tell the world that she is a butch, a he-she. In the end, Jess becomes secure with her identity,
finds her voice, and starts to speak out in public on behalf of the queer women community for a safer place to
live. Language Every word signals its referent as some new category of thing. Language is inherently
separatist, inherently divisive. The words people use indicate how they understand the world around them,
how they distinguish a television screen from a computer screen, motorcycle from a bicycle, a house from a
home, or a man from a woman. The categorical inherency of language supports cultural perceptions of the
world in terms of separate categories. It is no surprise then that she claims to have no language. I needed my
own words--butch words to talk about butch feelings What would our words sound like? It is important to note
is that simply because she has no words does not mean that Jess has no feelings. She is not emotionless, she is
only perceived to be so. Language is confining and inadequate; Jess, like every other person on the planet, is
an individual whose actual experience transcends the categories words signify. Yet, without the language to
express herself, Jess falls back into her own isolation. The language that Jess does possess, the language of a
heterosexist society that does not want to acknowledge her, is inadequate for her self-understanding and
self-expression. So while language separates Jess from the society around her, it also fails her personally; not
only does she not have a language with which to express herself, she also lacks the language she needs to
understand herself. In this way, we can see that while language as its own entity is inherently problematic, so
too is it necessary. In Gender Outlaw, Kate Bornstein discusses the lack of accurate cultural representation of
transsexual individuals, stating that "virtually all the books and theories about gender and transsexuality to
date have been written by non-transsexuals who, no matter how well-intentioned, are each trying to figure out
how to make us fit into their world view" The language of transsexuals is thus scripted by non-transsexual
individuals. Bornstein goes on to say that "we [transsexuals] develop our world views in solitude. This is
something Jess comes to terms throughout the course of the novel; in order to live as a complete human being,
she must create the new language she needs to express herself. Jess gets the basis of her vocabulary from the
community of queer women that she identifies with; however, the community has its own labels set up to
define its members that Jess becomes able to distinguish herself from. Labels "All kinds of people, all kinds of
identities Halberstam In her earlier years, Jess becomes well aware that she is in some way profoundly
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different from the other girls around her. Not only does she find herself isolated from her disapproving
parents, but unable to identify herself in words, she feels a certain amount of distance from herself. As she
begins to navigate through the labyrinth of the social subgroups, Jess is able to further identify herself as a
Stone Butch. As long as there is a community to facilitate and validate her choice of sexual practices and
gender rigidity, the stone butch can thrive within a queer lesbian community. Within this queer woman
community lies an entire spectrum of femininity and masculinity. There are the drag queens, cross dressing
homosexual males; the femmes, feminine lesbians; the pros, queer women who sell their bodies; stone pros,
hard, self protecting, emotionless queer women who sell their bodies; Saturday Night Butches, masculine
queer women who dress up in male clothing to go to bars this makes it easier for them to function within
society without fear ; butches, queer women with a masculine gender expression; stone butches, hard, self
protecting, emotionless queer women with a very masculine gender expression; The Elders, older butches who
have gone through a lot; and He-Shes, "women who are not received anywhere in society simply as women,
cannot experience themselves as women within their private and personal emotional and sexual encounters.
While these labels serve to help the women identify themselves in order to gain community and a better
understanding of self, they also serve as a double-edged sword in that they further divide the women, making
them weaker as a group. Later in the novel, Jess and her partner Theresa, begin to encounter the social
upheaval during the sixties and seventies. Amongst the many issues being fought for is gay pride. Initially,
Theresa is enthusiastic about the cause, but quickly realizes that the women fighting are concerned with only a
small group of queer women. They criticize the prevelance of gender norms, shown by Theresa with her
feminine demeanor and Jess with her masculine expression. They claim that their relationship is merely a
mirror image of the bourgeois heterosexual couple that society holds high on a pedestal. So women they think
look like men are the enemy. And women who look [feminine] are sleeping with the enemy. Identity A key
component to identifying as a butch lesbian is to establish a female gender identity, and throughout the novel
Jess faces struggles because of her identity as a woman, specifically as a he-she. As a young girl, Jess and her
family were often prompted with queries as to her gender assignment with a simple, "Is that a boy or a girl?
She was not a boy, but she was not the girl that society expected. Jess was complacent in her
gender-ambiguous prepubescent state, while still attempting to please her family by allowing them to use her
sex to put her on the balcony at synagogue and in a skirt for school. At ten she realized that she no longer had
a, "sliver of cuteness to hide behind," and that things would soon change. Feinberg 19 As Jess acquires her
secondary sex characteristics we begin to see her acceptance of a female identity. Feinberg 23 Had Jess felt as
if she were really a boy, the experience of menstruation would have been more alienating and horrifying. It is
not until her breasts grow that we begin to see Jess experience a discomfort with her female body. Unlike the
secret of menstruation, breasts are apparent to the critical society that Jess struggles in. Breasts are feminine
secondary sex characteristics, and when girls get them after puberty, society can view them as women. When
Jess is considering going forward with the male hormones, she says she also wants surgery to remove her
breasts. By taking the hormones and having top-surgery, Jess alters her apparent gender. Halberstam When
Jess begins to pass she takes some satisfaction in this subversion. As Jess begins to pass, the sacrifice of her
faintly womanly appearance begins to bury her alive. Afraid of the contradiction of her attributed male gender,
and the female gender laying somewhere beneath and more obviously in her genitals, Jess limits her attempts
to find cures for her loneliness. Her intention of passing was deeply rooted in survival, when all she really
wanted was to safely be herself, a butch woman, a he-she. Ruth also awakens her to the constricting norms of
the community that Jess valued so much back in Buffalo. While growing up in the queer woman community
Jess internalized the norm of butches and femmes. When Frankie challenges the love that Jess cherished so
much by admitting to loving another butch, Jess feels as though Frankie is taking the butch-femme
relationship away from her. Feinberg With Ruth, a transgender woman, Jess realizes the precision of her
desire. This is similar to the exclusive feel of the lesbian community that Theresa, and indirectly Jess, comes
in contact with. Because of "policing activity within the community and commitment to a unitary conception
of lesbianism," those with experiences like Jess, or Theresa, or as a great example of intersectionality, Ed,
were left out and unaccounted for in the movement. Halberstam Jess culminates her personal realization of the
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limits within the gay community by speaking out to others at a rally. Unsure of her place as a he-she within the
community, Jess questions the concept of excluding those who do not fit a prescribed form of gay. She now
allows "we" to be those with experiences foreign to her, and those to whom her experiences are foreign.
Works Cited Kate Bornstein. On Men, Women, and the Rest of Us.
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Chapter 4 : [PDF]Stone Butch Blues by Leslie Feinberg Book Free Download ( pages) | Blind Hypnosis
For Stone Butch Blues is a seminal title in the queer literary canon. But plans to turn it into a movie have angered fans of
Leslie Feinberg's groundbreaking semi-autobiographical novel.

Plot Summary[ edit ] The narrative follows the life of Jess Goldberg, who grows up in a working class area of
upstate New York in the ss. The bulk of the novel takes place in the s. Jess is aware from a young age that she
is different from other girls. She hates wearing dresses, and often received the questionâ€”"Are you a boy or a
girl? The contempt of her parents and the hatred of most of her classmates become so oppressive that she runs
away from home shortly before her sixteenth birthday. She finds a new family in the coworkers in the factories
where she works, and the butches and femmes who frequent the gay bars of Buffalo, New York. Throughout
her life Jess is plagued with the feeling of not fitting in. Even when she is allowed to dress in masculine
clothing, the rules about how to be a butch do not always fit. Jess becomes a stone butch as a result of her
traumatic experiences, which sometimes gave her trouble when it came to sex and relationships. When jobs
available to butch women begin to dwindle Jess decides to take testosterone and "pass" as a man. She feels
this is the only option she has left at getting a job and feeling more at home in her own body. But "becoming"
a man alienates her from the lesbian community and keeps her from creating meaningful relationships as she
was forced hide her true identity. In the end, Jess decides to stop taking hormones, although she continues to
have a complicated relationship to her own gender identity. After moving to New York City she develops a
close friendship with her neighbor, a trans woman , and this relationship gives Jess a sense of belonging she
has not felt in the past. At the end of the book, she becomes an activist, and speaks up for the rights and
dignity that every human being deserves. Publication history[ edit ] The novel was published by Firebrand
Books in It was picked up by Alyson Books in Jay Prosser writes that, "Jess does not feel at home in her
female body in the world and attempts to remake it with hormones and surgery. While physical changes help
Jess to feel more at home in her body, Jess has greater difficulty finding a home in the world. Ultimately the
book takes a stance of supporting coalitions. Stone Butch Blues is also a novel of the working class. Much of
it takes place in factories in Buffalo, NY. The novel involves a great deal of union organizing and discusses
the treatment of working class people. Cat Moses writes that, "Stone Butch Blues is informed by an
underlying yearning for the development of a revolutionary class consciousness among the proletariat, across
gender and racial divisions.
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Chapter 5 : Queer History and Stone Butch Blues | Jewish Women's Archive
Stone Butch Blues, Leslie Feinberg's first novel, is widely considered in and outside the U.S. to be a groundbreaking
work about the complexities of gender. Feinberg was the first theorist to advance a Marxist concept of "transgender
liberation.".

At that time, I was at a precipitous moment in my own life. I had recently moved to Oakland, a bastion of
radical queerdom, and started a job at Keshet. As I awakened to the possibilities of a life and community that
reflected my internal self, I sought out texts that would illuminate this core. On this journey, I came to Stone
Butch Blues and found tucked between its pages another prism of queer experience. Even though Stone Butch
Blues recounts a culture from decades before that has since faded, reemerged, and shifted, reading it still felt
like a homecoming. As someone whose community is comprised largely of queer women and other
marginalized genders, I felt a kinship with the identities and communities Feinberg portrays. Stone Butch
Blues is not an easy text to pin down. And despite its focus on one main character, Stone Butch Blues still
meanders subject-wise, delving into many of the biggest incidents and eras in the decades it moves through.
As a marginalized group, we are discouraged from seeing ourselves in history. We are taught only the
hegemonic course and forced to erase ourselves. Stonewall is often white- and cis-washed. Even the more
recent AIDS epidemic remains shadowy in broader cultural consciousness. Therefore, we must look at Stone
Butch Blues as queer history. The breadth of our experiences and struggles have too often been brushed over
and simplified. I was assigned male at birth. On top of that, the narrative never focuses on that transfemininity
in the same way it does on Jess and the lesbian experience. The ways we must cage our own selves in order to
save ourselves. I see myself in a scene where Jess, working at the bindery in New York City, hears co-workers
approaching and conceals herself between vending machines, only to hear co-workers talking about their
discomfort in her presence and the otherness they cannot name but perceive nonetheless. Stone Butch Blues
shows that the world as many of us experience it: We secure ourselves as much as we can, pass when we must,
silence our truths if necessary. The ones we create for ourselves. Even more drastically, think of the massacre
at the Pulse nightclub in Orlando. Holdouts of safe and free queer expression are still being erased, invaded,
and assaulted. Our spaces and ultimately our bodies are still on the line. What it lacks in subtlety, it makes up
for in earnestness. It would feel objectionable to assign pronouns to the character that had not been assigned
by Leslie Feinberg.
Chapter 6 : Stone Butch Blues - Keywords for American Cultural Studies
As you and they wished, a free PDF of Stone Butch Blues is now available to download. The cheapest paperback
available through Amazon is $42, so this is especially important. The cheapest paperback available through Amazon is
$42, so this is especially important.

Chapter 7 : Stone Butch Blues by Leslie Feinberg
Stone Butch Blues is first of all a contemporary "Well of Loneliness", which in and of itself is a remarkable
accomplishment. It brings the transgender experience into the current in an intensely personal and human way.

Chapter 8 : Stone Butch Blues Ch | marlanad
Stone Butch Blues is a semi-autobiographical novel by writer and activist Leslie Feinberg. Jess, the narrator of Stone
Butch Blues, spends the space of the novel looking for a way to authentically exist in the world at large.

Chapter 9 : Stone Butch Blues: A Novel - Leslie Feinberg - Google Books
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Stone Butch Blues, to me, is the greatest, most important queer novel in the world, because it does not only offer an
insular experience of difference. It has.
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